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Middle managers are the leaders who report to management and oversee strategic parts
of the organization. Theyreport up and the lead down.  Essentially, they are both under
and over. T hey play an important role in many organizations.

While these leaders have organizational importance, it's crucial to fight against adding
any unnecessary middle management roles.  By avoiding or eliminating non-essential
layers of management you accomplish these three things. 

You increase the speed of communication

You simplify the decision making process 

You elevate the level of responsibility of your team 

You may prefer simplicity and a lean, flat structure that keeps costs down, but as your
organization grows, you may need to add the layers of structure and accountability through
middle management.  Adding middle management at the right time allows you to avoid three
major downsides of a flat organization. 

without clarity of oles and responsibilities, you're vulnerable

to confusion and power struggles.

over time a flat organization tends to produce generalists

rather than specialists which can limit future growth.

you elevate the level of responsibility of your team members. 



When do you add

 Middle Management?
When the addition increases organizational clarity and accountability.
When a toxic, controlling, or incapable middle manager is organizational cancer. 

how do you spot a

dysfunctional  Middle Manager?
you increase the speed you look for teams that have lost

effective communication 

look for pockets of dissatisfaction or high turnover

look for teams with unusually high rates of internal conflict

qualit ies of people who

lead strong from  Middle the

Translator
Coach Score

Keeper

While you're translating vision from senior leaders

down into the team you're also translating back up to

your leaders.  Leaders at the top may be disengaged,

spread too thin, or simply flying at a high altitude.  As a

great middle manager help your boss understand what

your team is facing.  what is realistic.  what morale is

like.  and anything else they may not understand. 

A boss wants people to accomplish what the boss cares

about.  a coach wants to help players succeed and help

the whole team win. 

constantly measure effective execution against the

defined objectives. are we winning?  build helpful

accountability into the daily work flow. 
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